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monologues from musicals daily actor
monologues acting May 13 2024
from a chorus line to you re a good man charlie brown we ve got
plenty of monologues from musicals to choose from from comedy
to drama and everything in between we hope that you can find
one that you love

musical theater monologues backstage
Apr 12 2024
here s how to choose a monologue from a musical what makes a
good selection and a look at some of the top options

7 monologues from musicals you need
to check out Mar 11 2024
monologues from musicals in particular can be hard to find since
most of them are songs however this is one genre you should have
included in your list this article will highlight some monologues
from musicals to peruse as you compile your go to audition pieces
monologue 1 west side story

mean girls the musical regina you know
i died for Feb 10 2024
mean girls the musical by tina fey from musical type comedic
character regina george is smart and will do everything she can to
manipulate someone to get what she wants gender female



hairspray tracy why do they have to be
so mean Jan 09 2024
hairspray the musical by thomas meehan mark o donnell from
musical type comedic character tracy turnblad is confident
talented and incredibly determined a romantic with a good heart
and desire to cut up the dance floor gender female age range late
teens summary tracy is tired of hearing she can t do things all the
time

monologues from plays audition
monologues stageagent Dec 08 2023
hundreds of great monologues from plays for men and women of
all ages monologues include video examples analysis and
character descriptions

10 short dramatic monologues for your
90 second musical Nov 07 2023
looking for a short dramatic monologue to pair with a song the
pressure is on you only have 90 seconds to show your best stuff
below are 10 short dramatic monologue audition cuts that can be
paired up to create that memorable musical theatre audition
package a monologue from her mouth is moving by tara
meddaugh

musical monologues archives
nycastings directsubmit Oct 06 2023
shrek jr shrek s opening monologue comedic monologue for kid



male 1 min shrek once upon a time there was a little ogre named
shrek who lived with his parents

heathers the musical script musicals on
tour uk Sep 05 2023
students shine shine shine a light shine shine shine a light girl 1
everyday s a battlefield when pride s on the line boy 1 girl 1 and
pray you don t see mine boy 2 ms fleming our love can knock our
walls down ms fleming and unlock all our doors

into the woods audition monologues
touchstonetheatre com Aug 04 2023
into the woods audition monologues male roles there are several
additional roles without monologues narrator once upon a time in
a far of kingdom lived a young maiden a sad lad and a childless
baker with his wife the young maiden s father had taken for his
new wife a woman with two daughters of her own

audition monologues for musical
theater 100 free to use and Jul 03 2023
in this blog post we ve compiled a fantastic collection of audition
monologues for musical theater that are 100 free to use and adapt
let s dive in and find the ideal piece that will help you shine in your
next audition

choosing the right monologue for



musical theatre auditions Jun 02 2023
selecting the right monologue for your musical theatre audition is
a crucial step toward impressing casting directors by following
these dos and don ts you ll be well on your way to delivering a
memorable and captivating performance that leaves a lasting
impression on the audition panel

mean girls comedic monologue
nycastings May 01 2023
mean girls the musical as regina recovers in the hospital she tells
cady why she was so mean in this comedic monologue for late
teens females 1 2 min

annie annie no please don t make me
take my locket off Mar 31 2023
a dramatic one minute monologue for girls from the broadway
musical annie written by thomas meehan

you re a good man charlie brown
musical monologues Feb 27 2023
selected monologues from you re a good man charlie brown
including video examples context and character information

monologue wikipedia Jan 29 2023
in theatre a monologue from greek μονόλογος from μόνος mónos
alone solitary and λόγος lógos speech is a speech presented by a



single character most often to express their thoughts aloud though
sometimes also to directly address another character or the
audience

little shop of horrors musical
monologues stageagent Dec 28 2022
selected monologues from little shop of horrors including video
examples context and character information

13 audition monologues brisbane junior
theatre Nov 26 2022
audition monologues evan my name is evan goldman i live at 244
west 92nd street in the heart of manhattan and my life just went
to hell ok you wanna talk about turning 13

how to write a monologue with
examples 2024 masterclass Oct 26
2022
how to write a monologue with examples written by masterclass
last updated sep 13 2021 5 min read dramatic monologues are a
literary device that have been used since ancient greek theatre
today they are a common tool in modern plays and films

monologue examples and definition
literary devices Sep 24 2022
a monologue is a speech that one character delivers aloud to
express his or her inner thoughts monologue examples are most



frequently found in drama though can be found in movies and
poems as well
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